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What is Functional Design Workshop
What's involved in a functional design? How can business functions and business processes easily be
modelled? What are usable ways of modelling techniques? What are the consequences of a functional design
for the organization? Are these the questions that you are asking? If so, we offer you training to provide the
answers. You will gain insight into the role of a functional designer. In addition, you are introduced to various
modelling techniques.
During this training, the activities of the functional designer are discussed. Participants are introduced to the
various modelling techniques that can be used. In addition, you will be given an understanding of the
relationship between different activities and associated modelling techniques when creating functional
specifications. Attention is also paid to the reasons why certain techniques may or may not be used by the
functional designer.

Who should attend Functional Design Workshop
The training is intended for people who want to know more about the work of a functional designer and
understand in detail the modelling techniques used. Some business experience and/or experience with
system development at a functional level is highly desired.

Prerequisites

The training is intended for persons who want to become acquainted with the work of the functional designer
and who want to understand and understand the associated techniques and representations. Some business
experience and / or experience with system development on a functional level is highly desirable.
During this training you need a laptop with access to internet.



Objectives

The activities of the functional designer are discussed in this workshop. The participant delves into the
various portrayals that are used to model reality. In addition, he / she gains insight into the relationship
between various activities, associated techniques and mapping methods when creating functional
specifications. Attention is also paid to the reasons for whether or not to use certain techniques as a
functional designer.



If a third-party copyright applies to this course, you will find the copyright on
https://academy.capgemini.nl/en/topic/trademarks/

Capgemini Academy’s general terms and conditions are applied to all products and services
mentioned within this document. For the latest version please check
https://academy.capgemini.com/. The rates of products and services mentioned in this document
are subject to change. For the most recent rates, please also visit our website.

About Capgemini Academy

Capgemini Academy’s professionals offer what people in IT need. Our professionals have a keen
eye for motivation, talent and are aware of specific contexts and circumstances. They move people
to move. Programmes and courses that originate from daily experience of our both didactical and
substantively strong trainers, light a fire within the individual IT professionals.
Real life stories of our professionals’ experience that tell how to solve problems and work with the
people around it, do the rest.

An organization, like ours, helps people and their organizations day by day to get the best out of
themselves and each other. We prepare them to defy tomorrow’s challenges. We stimulate learning
and curiosity. In order for individual IT professionals and their employers, to build better, longer and
more intensive relationships. For mutual benefit.

Capgemini Academy. We transform IT professionals
academy.capgemini.nl
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